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GREEN POLICY

Green policy at Akshaya College of Engineering and Technology has been created with

the main focus for environmental conservation and with an aim to maintaining the eco_

system of the campus and conservation of nature and natural resources.

The institution identifies the following as key areas for the conservation:

"/ Energy Management

"/ Solid Waste Management

,' Environmental Air euality Assessment

,/ Conservation of naturalflora and fauna in the campus

The institution believes that awareness built among the students and staff will help
achieving continuous improvement and conservation in all of the above areas. The
institutjon has a good number of full grown trees spread all over the campus. The

institution has already established and well maintained the environmeni with specific

emphasis to energy, solid waste management, air quality and natural flora and fauna.
Apart from this, the following initiatives have been planned for ensuring green

environment in the campus.

'/ Celebrating National and international day of importance pertaining to
environment and green practices to provide awareness to students and staff.

. "/ Landscaping the campus with trees and plants.

,/ Ensuring that the water,bodies are kept clean.

" Prohibiting roaming of vehicles in the campus beyond a point.

r' Promoting use of bicycle for moving around jnside the campus.

,/ Grooming good practices for waste disposal among students.

' r' Ensuring that the water path of rain water harvesting facilitjes are kept clog less.
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Providing continuous awareness 10 students and staff to make use of the

pedestrian pathways to an extent possible.

Discouraging use of plastics and particularly prohibiting single use plastics and

promoting alternatives for the same.

Conduct of Green Auditing.

Striving continuously to make the entire campus a plastic free zone.

lnstructions and awareness to students and staff to judicially use all gadgets and

equipment which run on eleckicity.

,/ Continuously introducing and making use of energy efficient lightings and

systems.

r' Continuously striving to minimising the use of paper for communication by

making use of alternative like e-mail, WhatsApp messages etc.
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